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2 ABSTgACV
1. r

S

The purpose of. this s udy was to test a theory delineating the
. .

'eeitionships.structural sleCt'organizational. and -environmental
- S

eriables with school effectiveness. ipe theory represents ari openJ . .
systems organizational approach to the study40 school of ctiVeness

0

utilizing pupil attendance as an index of effectiireness.
. .

, Y P

"The data analyzed were bsed on a random sample of 100 Chicago,

elementary schools. EnVironmental variables .(school size and'finan-

. ,

cial resources) were determinants of school organization (stiff compo-
.

,

sition) and student attendance. School organization Was relltted to

,
7

Sx
,

,

student attendance. Contextual variables (community support and

,.

stability) dramatically infWenced the relationship-between school

organization and student attendance.
I

S.



'SCHOOL ORGANIZATIO AND STUDENT ATTENDANCE

r.

Sdlool attendance and othe measures of quantity of schooling

have received widespread attention from educational researchers in the

last decade. Recent research in education pcints'to the, importance of

time and quantity of schooling a- important variables'in explaining

variations in educational achiev- ent (Bloom, 1974; Wiley and

Harnischfeger, 1974). Given the portance"of time in the educational,

proCess, excessive absenteeism has become an inreasing concern for

many so41 systems.

Health officials have estimate an expected ate of pupil absence

due to illness of approximately 4 to 5 percent a

According to the National Center for Educational

mately 8
41

percent of the students enrolled in pubIi

ear (BaMber, 1979).

"United States are, absent from Jhool each day (Educ tional Research

tistics, approxi-

schools in the .

Service, Inc., 1977). The problem of Student,absen

is even more serious with reported'absenteeism rates

percent or more (Sewall, at,al, 1979).

in urban areas

high as 30

The purpose of this paper is to provide an approa to the study

of student attendance based on a theoretical framework ived from

organizational theory using school rather than the ind vidual as

the level of analysks7. In seeking explanations for student senteeism,

iThis research was, originally conducted by the first author as
of a research practicum in Sociology of education at the Univer
Chicago. The data was collected while both authors were employe
research consultants to the Chicago Boyd of Education,

part
ity

as



previous researchers have traaitionaily focused on characte tics of -

,

the student, for example, attitudes, abilities, and socio- cohOmic

status. .In contrast, little work has keen done considering the contri

bution of school factors to attendance, The present study examines how

a school intervenes between environmental inputs to the school and its

outcomes and includes an exploration ofhow contextual. variables affect

this process.

Background

Many haVe challenged the view that school variables are unrelated

to student performance. for instance Reynolds (1974) compared the

'average daily attendance rates for two academic years of nine secondary

modern schools in an homogeneous, economically deprived working-class

community. He noted marked and consistent differences among the at-

tendance rates of.these schools:

These apparently similar schools have the same ability
range from similar social backgrounds but have very
different levels of absenteeism Which cannot be accounted
for by differing illness in the individual schools.
Furthermore, even with national social changes, local
population movement and seven intakes of pupils, the
consistency is extremely high.. Year after year it is
the same schools which appear to be dealing well with
truancy fOr girls as well as boys (Reynolds, 1974, 21).

From these findings, Reynolds maintains that there are a set of varia-

bles within the school's power to manipulate that influence attendance.

Although Reynolds has not identified what school factors are re-

,
lated to attendance, others have found that particular school variables

covary with attendance, for example, school size, nature of instruc-

tionil and Curricular programs, and attendance policies and procedures.

The Educational Research Service provides a comprehensive list of twenty

3
in- school factors that have been used to explain student absenteeism:



In-School Factors
A. Staff

A

1. Unsatisfactory relations between the school staff
'and the studult and his/her parents

2. Personality conflicts with teachers
3. Ineffective teaching
4. Ladk of teacher training programs
5. Inadequate or poor staff direction and super-

vision
6. Unsound teacher/staff attitude toward attendance

B. Instruction
1. Poor learning environment
2., Inadequate program selection
3. Poor educational preparation
4. Lack of personal achievement and responsibility
5. Perceived inequality of school rewardptructure
6. No personal identification with school assignments
'7. Task and subject repetitiveness
8. Little variety in class scheduling
9. Arbitrary and inappropriate curricula and standards

10. Fragmentation of instruction due to absences of
regular teachers

C. Other
1. Unclear school duties and responsibilities
2. Ineffective grievince procedures
3. Ineffective attendance monitoring system
4. Inappropriate student transfer policies and proce-

dures (ERS, 1977)

There has been no overarching framework to guide the work on school

factors and attendande. Mostiof the studies concerning attendance have

been of correlational character. Rarely is any sophisticated theore-

tical explanation offered for why the relationship under investigation

should be expected. Hence, it is difficult to make any intergrative

statement about the research findings in this area, except perhaps to

remark that certain in-school factors do appear to be related to atten-

dance. An appropriate model for such work might be an organizational

effectiveness one utilizing an open-systems perspective.

This paper is intended to provide an alternative approach to the

study of attendance based on a theoretical framework de/ived fram'organ4-

. zational theory using the school rather than the individual as the level
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of analysis. It is not a study of an individual's decision to .attend

school. The decision by an individual to attend school is a ftgtion

n's
of a complex set of interactions between the person's,social environ-.

:
.

ment, personality, anqlvarious school factors. Although an exploration

of the variables leading to an individual's decision to'attend is a

significant and important research area, it re esents only one of

1;several. possible approaches based on a ternative levels of

analysis. One alternative approaCh is based on the school level ahaly-

sis which is explored in this paper.

Organizational Theory

Organizational theorists have been primarily co

ness and government organizations, land rarely with school systems. At.

the same time educational theorists, who typically have their primary

.training in psychology are notamilar with organizational theory as

it has developed-within the field of sociology. TAW has resulted in

4,

relatively few studiegkif school tystems conducted from an organizational

perspective by either group.

Organizational theorists a); becoming increasingly concerned with

the question of what makes an organization effective. (See Goodman,

Pennings and Algociates, 1977 for a compendium of recent research and

perspectives.) Educational thedrists.are also becoming concerned with

the identification and analysis of effective s6;ools (Frederiksen and

Edmunds, undated). Since the definition of the characteiistics of an

effectiv7 organization is a central theme in organizational theOry,

and since.similar qudttions are being raised 'by educational theorists, the

logici xt step is to attempt a unification of .;these theoretical

(-



pbrspective s through the application of organizational theory n order

to address the questions byo educational theorists.
2

There are two' important issues that 4nust be dealt in or$Zerj to

e"-

.realize the advantages of this unification.

problem of developing a-meaningful and useful conceptualization of

school systems as organizations. The second issue involves the question
, rc

of what is meant by 'effebtiveness'. t will be seen 1 the next section

that the deflnition of 'effectiveness'

The first one involves the

model of.the school, as an organization.
4

is derived from\Cur conceptual'

A model For Determining Orctanizational Effectiveness
L

Following Parson's definition, organizations will be considered'

sivel stems. met, this pSz4peotivs, Primacy of orientation to
q: , .

attainment of, a specific goal is used as the defining characteristic.of

an orgAMIzation 'which distinguishes it frown. other soci systems (Parsons,

1956). The epeciftigoals of the system determine the rocesses'Or tlph-a)

A
nology utiliZed by the or nization for'tranSforming environtie-ntal inopta

into outcomes (gLls),. 1 ough the goals of the systal analytically

A

determine the process or technolOW of the organ$.zation, a conceptilal
.-'

model fOr determining the effectivenessof an organization must take nto

account the situation or

and draws its resources. A.co Ptual Model for examining-ogganiZaticnal

effectiveness is given below.

environme in which 41e c3ogar4zation gists

2
Bidwell and Abernathy (1978) ve written a ilonograph that provides an

excellent introduction to organizational theory for theeducationel theo-
rist who wants afuller introd ation to\the organizational literature.

J



INPUT

Environment'

5

I
6

PROCES I OUTPUT

,110

The general dee is that the envi onme;t in which the organization exists

will affect the7processing of th= organization that transforms the environ-

mental inputs into output or als. The actual process or technology used

by the organization is refl cted in its organizational structure. The

r'

organization processes the environmental inputs in order to achieve the

goals o the system. One way then to define the effectiveness of an organi-
,

zat4 is in terms of how well it achieves its goali in light of its envi-
,- - -, 9

ronnienttl:oontext. The important positiorLof environment in determining
..,

organizational process and structure implies an opeissyetem perspective

and one which we have called a'social-ecological approacti. This perspep-

i
-ci

( \
tie is very close td#what Aldrich.(1979) has termed a 'population-

.

5.221
del'.

e'

Of course, the above model ,is a simplification of reality. A. more

complete Mrel would consider the relationships of one organization to

another. The goals or output of one organization become inputs to
a.

another syitem. In the case of school organization, the school \syst

supplies rained and socialized.indlyiduals to the local business org ni-

. 1

zationsd socidty in.general.

It is clear that in order to develop a model for examining the

it
effectiveness of a school organization' specifically, we must specify the

, ,.
t.

goals of the systems the nature and structure of key organizational

processes, And lastly the relevant environmental factors of the school

system. Effectiveness will thenb0H`defined in terms of hOw successful the1

school org tion.,is in aopieving it goals within its 0 logicelscontex



The School.As An Effective Organization
3

7

Education has traditionally been thought of as anAinstyment for

r
socializing the young to adapt to social, economic and politi 1

AV
Si.---

arra ements (Dreeben, 1968). Hence, schools are clientz-s, ing organize-.
C

tions-whose primary coal is to facilitate th cquisitIon of behavior,

knowledge an4 attitudes essential to a,child's adaptati n to society.

In light of this argument, Bidwell and Kasarda X19751 like others

1( interested in Sc ool effectiveness, rely w on student academic achieve -

meet a
0
s measure of effectiveness. Academic achievement, however, is

simply one pro sed goals of schools. Another important school

goal is st tendance. It can be unde tocid as a goal of at least

three of Ule school's constituencies, t11 students, the administration

and the society at large. For the studentp.attendance is an indicator
4

of their satisfaction that the school is serving their nee46.i, Degree

of participation ih the school process is thought to reflect student

1

involvement aired mttment to the educati6nalprocess (B er, 1979; i

Boocock, 1978r Stallings, 1975)1 There is mv011 evidence at when stu-

dents find, the schooling process-threatening Or conside wit inadequate
, w

they simply withdraw from it% For the Adilistration student attendance
.-,

. lL
concerns the acquisition of fiscal6 support for tht school.; Insoogti'li .,' .

school distric s the financsk,s meschookreceives are determined. primarily ,...7

by average Bail attendance. For BO ty apse' wholeogeronic abst4-
10

.isam is a predic r future dropout fromischoel, illiteracy and

S

criMinal aftivity (B 1979; Sewal14\1979).

3Se Engeliard ')(196) for discussion of organizational effectivenese/

T"' school districts as educationAl organizations-.



Conceptual Model, Hypotheses and Rationale

As pointoti Out earlier,/the primary purpose of this paper is-to

examine whether the organizational attributes of elementary school\ mediate

or intervene between the environmental inputs into the school and one of

its outcomes, namely, student attendance. The conceptual model is given

in Figure 1.

The variables used in this Paper and their operational definitions

are as follows:

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
4

School size (SIZE) - Regular membership which incluples all pupils
enrolled in a sch661.

Financial (RESOURCE) - Total eXpftditures per pupil or

\

the average amount ex nded for
educating a giv pu projected
over a school yair.

School Poverty Index (POVSCH) -

ORGANIZATIONAL ARIABLES

Pupil-teac er ratio (PUPIL) - Number of regulai classes, excluding
--kindergarten,' ded by.the number
of regular class teachers (with.',
or without a class oom).

Percentage of familes within th0
school who receive Aid to Families
with Depen nt Children (AMC) or
General ssistance and poverty,
famili s'who do not,receive welfare

, as de ermined by ESEA eligibility

)

Pupil-paraprofessional ztatio (PROF) - Schoolmtimbership on the last
'day of thir period under study
divided bij/ the number of Board

)(,fessionals offering inttiuctional

of Educationpfunded.parau6-,

servic

4
The operational definitions of the variab es in the model are,taken from
different sources and will.vary in reliab. ity and validity ausing an
uncertain amount of measurement error. There is alsq the possibility of
definitional dependencies among the ratio variables. hese,limitations
should be kept in mind when-donsidering the reJults whi are reported.
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE

9

-Attendance rate (ATTEND) - Percentage based on the number of pupil
attendanoe days dividerby the total-

. number of possible pupil attendance days.

CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES

Community Supporti (SUPPORT) - For the district in which a school is

located, the percentage of families
which receive Aid for Femiles with
'Dependent Childrenor General'Assistance'
and p6verty families who do not receive/
pelfare as dstermined by ESEA eligi-
bility list.

Community Stability (STABILITY) - For the district in which a school
is located, the percentage basal!"
on yhe.number-of pupils who entered
Opkia pupils who'left from September
o June, divided by the member-

'4hip at the end of SepteMber.6.

The rationale for placing empha is on staff composition variables as

organizational attributes,follo4: The nature of edOcational technolpgy_ -1

is such that there is little substitute for ths.interaction of teacher and

pupil (Bidwell, 73). ,,Bidwell portrays teaching as a social process

e3t through interpersonal xchange. He indicates that

0

the acher-stud nt relationship closely approxima,slthe notion ofca

primary social relationship, tilizing a personal influence paradigm
N,

explain) cher -etudent interactions. As Bidwell and itssarda (1975) - ,point
. . .

...---- "-,

I.

out, in ompson\'s terms, the educational technology is an intensive
it
one 4

i. :....) 4.4

(ThoMpSbn, 1967Y. Thus, theleffectiveness'o nstruction is dependeht o

.rte a

upon the.teacher't ability to attend to information about each pupil, to

evaluate that information ah., to adjust hie or her instructions/ methods
, 4
~accordingly. In order to be responsive to a pupil's needs the teacher

U

SThe 'larger the poverty 1 el in the district, the smaller the community'

support. The rationale or this is,disCussed Lit the next section.

The larger the mobility i the district, the smaller the stability.

Pv

J
.

.

f

A\

'1
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4o'
must be accessible and involved in'a personal and cooperative relationship

,with the pupil. Presumably variation in the organization of schools, in

thiscase pupil/teacheriratio and pupil/paraprofessional ratio, will

affect what transpires in this educatiVe process. The specific hypotheses

and their rationaleS are given below:

I. Size will have a direct and positive relationship to_pupil/teachek

16tatio., In the short run, the financial resources of a school are

relatively fixedgerefore, the'probable response to rising enroll-

'lluent is the rationing of teachers or the allocation of less perimpil

. teacher time (Bidwell and Kasarda, 1%77) Jiis tendency will be re-
,

flected in the pypil/teacher ratio which is an indicator of the

availability of teachers in relation to the number of pupils to be

taught.
-

!I. Financial resources will have a direct and negative relationship

pupil/teacher ratio. SchOols with more resources will have more

available funds for hiring teachers. Given that thp educational

to

technology is a labor intensive one, schools will probably utilize

available money to hire more teachers and thereby decrease teacher

rationing.

III. Financial resources will have a

pupil/paraprofessional ratio.

direct andinegative relati ship to

Schools with more resources 11 have

more available funds for hiring paraprofessional support staff to

ssist with instructional activities. Historically, times of severe

bpdget cuts often led tothe elimination of support personnel, for

their positions come to be viewed as rather expendable ones (Sewall,

et al., 1979).

13



puplil/teacher ratio will have a direct and negative relationship to

percent student attendance. Given the nature of the educative tech-

nology as delineated earlier, the larger the number of students the

teacher must attend and adapt to, the more difficult his or her

task to meet the needs of the students and to enlist their involve-

ment and commitment to the educational enterprise. Furthermore, in

a smaller class, when a student is absent he or she is more likely

to be missed'. Consequently, some follow-up to the absence on the

part of the teacher is more likely. Attendance procedures that in-

clude follow-ups to absences have been shown to increase student

attendance (Bamber, 1979; ERS, 9177). Indeed, researchers have found

pupil/teacher ratio to be negatively related to-student attendance

(Bamber, 1979; ERS, 1977r Stallings, 1975). These studiei have also

shown that pupil/teacher ratio is a rather crude indicator of the

nature ce the interaction of teachers and students. In an evaluation

Vs

of the Follow Through program, it was found that the provision of

individualized attention, i particular one child with a teacher or

aidein personalized readirwinsturction, was an important factor in

student attendance. To`th4 extent at a acher or adult aid was

V
occupied with activities that did not includ- the students there were

higher rates of absences:

Two variables which recorded the number of adults in the
classroom showed a positive correlation with number of days
absent, which may indicate that a higher adult-student ratio
is dry one aspect to be considered when evaluating the
effWEtiveness of classroom personnel. ._What the adit is
doing may be more important than sheer number of adults.
Adults who were less involved with the children or who worked
only with large groups were4ikely to_ have a higher ab-
Bence rate in their classrooms than adults wha interacted

with children on a one- to-'one basis.(Stallings, (075, 63)

14
J.



V. Pupil/paraprofessiona1 ratio will have a direct and negative rela-

tionship to percent student.attendrce. To the extent that sup*
1

staff are available to assist in the provision of student services

more per pupil teachei time b

teacher's ability to adapt

es available. Therefore, the

the specific characteristics lr

12

performances of each child should increape. Besides the services pro-

i

vided by paraprofessionals directly to the students should facili

the meeting of student( needs.'

VI. The relationship between the staff:composition variables and percent

student attendance will be,weaker in.schools located in support

, .

low stability Communities than in schools located in high support

low stability communities. Consistently, it has been demonstrated

that scholcommunity affects the learning Ivironment of a school

/

(Gigliotti and Brookover, 1975). Parental support, interest and in-

volvenient are related positively to student performance. Futher-
/

more, the stability level of the community has been shown to in-

fluence pupil outcomes (Gigliotti and Brookover, 1975). Residential

stabilitk'level'affects academic variables such as reading scores.

X.Q. and sense of control.. Gigliotti and Brookover argue that a posi-

tive learning environment is faciliated by a !reasonable degree of

communication, cooperation and condensus aboUt the learning enterprise"

(Gigliotti=and Brookover, 1975, p. 249). Presumably, such communica-

tion, Cooperation and consensus shbuld increase as interaction,increages

between the various constituencies of the school. Hence, the more

mobile are the community residents of a school the more difficult it

is to establish such an enhancing relationship between'the school and

its community.

,15
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Gigliotti and BiookOver continue by speculating, however, 'that:the
P i

effects'of mobility can, modified. Specifically, mobilityin a.

middle SES community sho J.d not influence the learning process to the

same.extent as thg same' evel of mobility in thelow SES community;
4

Middle cfass fam lies should "carry with them" a builtin support for

the schools which is not

1975, p. 249). The midd

dependent on stability (Gigliotti and Brookover,

e SES community is compared tothe low SES

community holds an orientation to the schooling process similar to that

of=the school. In middle SES families there is greater' emphasis on school

related attitudes, and s ills than, in low.SES families. Middle SES fami-

lies impait many of the values, beliefs and spans to their children which

school requires. There orp, they do not have communicated and

agreed upon as they wou d in a low SES pbmmunity.

MethodolOgy,
,

.

The data analyzed n this study were taken from the central archives

of Education for the academic year, 1978-1979, A

entary schools w chosen from the popufation of

t
ools in the Chicag school system. Seven of the

om the sample; four ofthe schools were excluddd

zational structure, for instance, schools for

re eliminated because of missing data. Of the 93

ple, seventy-three were kg-8 schools, three were

of the Chicago Board

random sample of 100 e

about 450 elementary

schools were removed f

because of their orga

grades 3-6 and three w

schools remaining in .s

kg-7 schools and ninet

This study is a s

sidered'essentially a

tentative, but noneth

study of school effec

en were kg-6 schools.

condary analysis of available data and may be con-

/
exploratory study. The results should be consi

less suggestive of a future research agenda for

iveness and attendance.

16
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The method,of statistAcal analysis utilized is

Duncan, 1975, for ate excellent description of this technique.) A s ies

of regressionequations were solved by the method 5.least squares utiliz=

ing the regression program in SPSS. The Simon-Blalock approach of path

analysis was used to ne: the model a1 .to break down 'the zero-order

correlations between the variables into direct and indirect effecr-

Percent from low income families (POVSCH) was controlled for.as a

,disturbance term when estimating the effects of the other independent,
4

variables on student attendance. This was done because sdcio-eco3o0mic sta-
.

tus has been reported to be correlated with student attendance, In this

Study, however, we are interested in' discovering factors more within the

school's power to manipulate in controlling attendanCe.

To complement the above analyzes, a second set of relatiophips were

0

considered. It was posited that characteristics ofthe community in

which a school was located could dramaticaly .influence the educati

environment of that schbol. Hence, community variables act as contextual

variables which can modify the relationships among input- throughput -out

variables such as those outlined in this study. Two

community support and community stability,Nserved as

First. the total samplewassubdivided into two

located in low community support districts and sch

community suPPort districts. Those schools falling

/7-ut

community variables.

contextual variables.

ubgroups, schools

ls located in high

ove the median on

the community support variable were eefined as located in low community

support districts and those schools falling below the median were defined

as located in high community support diitricts. Within each of these

Norroups another division was made, schools ldcated in high stability-,Try

communities or districts. Those schools falling below the median on the

community stability variable were classified as schools located in high

17
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stability communities while those falling aboge the median were classified-

as located in low stability communities

The parameters of the Model were estimated separately for schools

in these subsamples, namely, high support-high sZpility, high support - low

5,...*kabtlity, low-support-high stability, and_finally low support -low stability.

Results

The correlation matrix, the means and gtandard deviations for all the

variables are given in Table 1. An examination of the correl ion matrix

show's that'the rel tionships between the environmental conditions and the

organizationatt ibutes are congruent with the hypothesized model. Size \
lin

is positively related to pupil/teacher ratio (r = .21), while financial
i

r

resources were negatively related to pupil/teacher ratio (r = -.21*)
... '

i

and were negatively rebated to pupil/paraprofessional ratio (= -.57*)

Schok attendance was signi,ficantly correlated with all' -the variables in
i

the model,%except pupil/teacher ratio and financial resources. The pover-

a
Was

./

ty index for each school (POVSCff) as the most highly correlated variable.
)

) with school attendance.as was expected (r"=.-.62*).

TI ale 'gives the results of the regreispionof; the organizational

attributes on the environmental conditiong, and Table 3 gives results of
'a

the regression of the organizational attriburs on the environmental Fon-

a-
ditions, after controlling for the pMerty4evei of the school. Sdhool.

size and financial resources did_not hae a significalk impact qv.

pupil/teacher ratio, although the relationship was in the expected

direction. Financial resources had a statistically significant impact

on the pupil/paraprofessional ratio as hypothesized, and school size had

a significant effect on the pupil/paraprofessional ratio, whichhad not
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been hypothesized. After controlling for the poverty level of the school,

the relationship between the environmental conditions in the model and thq

organiz.4tional attributes were not changed. If the multiple R is'taken

as a general indication of ,fit, then the model tends to predidt the

4
pupil/paraprofessional ratio better than the pnpil/teacheruratio.

Thehypothesized relationship between the two organizational vari-

ables and attendance was fouhdkto be negligible. Tables 4 and 5 give
4

the results of the regression analysis for attendance and the organizational

4
attributes. The correlation between the pupil/paraprofessional ratio and

attendance wasisigniacant, but-after controlling for pupil/teacher ratio

and the islOveav level of the school this relationship was not significant

a.
Sr

Table 6q gives the unstandardized and standardized partial regres S.on

coefficients for-the relationships between the environmental variables

and student attendance, controlling for the organizational variables and

5sk

the poverty level of the school. Contrary to our expectations the environ-

mental variable, financial resources, had a significant direct effect on

studen't attendance, and the organizational variables did not have a sig-

.nificanteffect on school attendance. According .to the causal model \\*....\

4

proposed, these coefficients should have approached zero, if there were

no measurement errors,'and if the enviroynmental conditions affected
k Ad, .

1

student attendance only through,the organizational variables.

;--,,

Next, 'a decomposition SI the pertinent zero-order correlations into

direct an direct effects was performed. Given-the earlier analyses,

, .
was not surprising to discover that the proposed causal model was-not

entirely supported. Although some of the environmental variables were

significantly related'to the organizational variables, there appeared to
A

be no indinitt effects of
;

the environmental variables

Only the direr effects were's6bstantial.
o

19

I Pm

student a t e Adance.
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Finally, we examined the functioning of the:causal model within

different contextual settings. The four settings were: low community

stability and low support, low community stability and high support, high

community stability and low support, and finally high community stability

and high support. The correlation matrices for these four contextual

settings are given in Tables 7 and 8. In interpreting the results based

the contextual settings, it is important to keep in mind that the

sample sizes are relatively small for this type of analysis (28,19,14, and

1-4

ti

4

26), so'that the,significance tests are not very sensitive? As expect

4110

the low stability-low support setting had the lowest attendance rate, th

-low stability-high support setting and the high stability-low support h4d

similar attendance rates, while the high stability-high suppiut setting

had the highest attendance rates.;

The results of the regression of school attendance on all the vari-

ables'in the model by Contextual setting ar given in Table 9. ,The' 0

hypothesis that the relationship between the rganizational attributes
'40

i(staff composition) ang.student attendance will be weaker in schools lo-

cated in the low support-lOV stability settings then the attendance in

Iggh support-low stability settin4 was not supported. In one of the

contextual set)ings, namely high smpport-high stability, there was a

significant effect of organilational variabie,(pupil/teacher ratio) on

schoo attendance. It is interesting to: note that the poverty level of

the school was important in every setting,'except the high stability-

high support context. Of course this result may be an artif§c f the

definition of the contextual settings based on districtlevel poverty

levels.

20



Discussion

18,

The purpose' .f thig\paper was to provide an approach to tie study of

Or"
school attendan baS on theoretickal framework derived from organizatiorll

theory using e,school rather than the individual as the level of analysis,

Two enlyir ental variabaes, school size and financial resources, were

speai aaly.built into the model and were hypothesized.to have a direct
-

, 4

effect on the two organizational variables, pupil eacher ratio and pupil/

i
..N

parap ofessional ratio. Both environmental variables had a significant

impac on pupil/parapriessional ratio, but neither of the environmental..,

vari les,had a significant impact on pupil/teacherratio. The hypothe-

si d relatiqnships between the organizational variables and attendance

we not stOestically significant. Oviirall, the poverty level of the

)
%

. .

oorhad the largest impact onattendance,attendance, although financial resources

Also had a significant effect.

The results suggest that for urban elementary schools, environmental

\1
factors are impoJIL determinants of certain organizational variables,

i

while the organizational variables after controlling fBr the environmental

N

variables are not directly related to school effectiveness, as represented

by school attendance.' Since'attendarice can be viewed as a goal for at

least three of the school's ConStituencies, .we might conclude that the

school is not Fealizing this goal. We feel that the conclusion that

schools are entirely ineffective as evidenced by the lack of relationship

between pupil/teacher ratio and pupil/paraprofessional ratio with atten-

dance rates to be premature and possibly incorrect..

First, we must consider how well we have capturea the educational
s.

process within the school oraanization by using pupil/t

pupil/paraprbfessional ratio. These indices are fairly

21

acher ratio and

rough indicators



of the educational technology, .What is iv

of the educational process within the qoh
-

tracking and other curricular variations may*haire\a more di

)

ed is more direct indicator

19

. Various factors, such as,

on rttendance:2 Another factor'
)

variable reelects the goalsf

C" /We feel that the approacifprovided by organizational theory to the

t effect

consider is how' well the attendance

0,

school. t1

analysis of school effectiven ss to be quite;useful. The complexity of

schools and schooling precludes fApding any/simple analytical framework'

for examini9g educational systems WIlratAx needed in the future is

analyses based on different le4e f 'analysis using appropriate theo-

,

retical framework which can bac

standiog of schools and schooling.

0

\..

ned,to provide insight-and under-
-,

4
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Table Correlation matrix, means and standard deviations - total-sample.

11/

WIWI!

'Xi
2

X
3

X
1
ATTEND

X2 PUPIL

X
3

PROF

X4 SIZE

X
s
RESOURCE

X6 POVSCE

X7 STABILITY

X8 SUPPORT

**it -.06 -.17*

*** .10

* * *

-.25*

.t1*

.50*

4

Mean 91.87 29.60 347.3 615.02

Standard Deviatipn 1.79 2.08.c 240.82 263.1?-

XS
X
6

X
7

X
8

-.02 -.62*. .58* .53*

-.21* .01 -.10 --110

-.57* .19* -.18* -.18*

-.58* 8 -.25* -.14

* * * .15 .01

4

* * *. -.38* -.76*

*** -.50*

* * *

1302.02c33.53 28.72 32.32

198.76 21.97 7.61 16.94

-

93

*p

23
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Figure 1. ConafiStual model of elementary s hool organization and attendance.

SIZE-

RESOURCE'.
a

Key - + indicates a thesized positive rel 4onship indicates a hypothesized

negative relt° ship, rio path indicates no previ hypothesis..
Figure 2. Path cbeffiCients for the .total sample (?$93)

SIZE

-.58

"

wp

=SOURCE

* Coef icient ismore than twice it4standard error

,
\ ,724
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Table 2. Unstanciprciized-partial regr
each oilWanizational attribp

I .

%errors in parentheses).

Emir('nmata1 c di

. SIZE

RESOURCE

-

Constant

bn coefficients from regressioh of
n evirbimental onditions (standard

anizational attritapt

PROFI PUP L

.001 f 01)-

-.001(.001)

30.8

.234(.094)*

-.S11(.125)*

Multiple R
4

.236 , .608

*coefficient is more.thin twice its staidareenkor

Table 3. Unstan -dized partial regression coefficients from regiession of
each or anizational attribute on nvironmental conditions contxollin
for poverty index (POVSCH) (stern ard errors in parentheses).

.

Environmental condition to

PUPIL PROF

./42 (POVSCH -.005(.010)

SIZE 001)
/

.217(.097)*

-.518(.124)*

30.8 '864.2.

RESOURCE - .001 (.001)

Constant

Multiple R .244 .615

*coefficient is more ice its standard error

25 L
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Table 4. Unstandardized partial regression coefficients from'regression of.

of attendance CAIWUND,) on organizational'attributes.(state.errors
in parenthese5).

'

Organizational attributes N

4

IL

PROP'

Multiple- R '

Dependentovariable

ATTEND

-.037(.090)

9.40

* coefficient is more than :g4pp its 'standard error

Table 5... Upitandardized partial regression coefficients frOm regression Of
attendance (pautkrip) on organizational attributes controlling for:
poverty Jude! (POVSCH) (standard errors in parentheses).

Independent 'variables ent variable I,

400
ATTEND

POVSCH k -.050(.007)*

I
PUPIL 1.040(.072)

-.1

PROP'

Constant

-.00.0 (:d01

27

94.91 ..

Multiple R .624

',*coefficient is more than twicelits stan d error

26

A

A

11.



° Table 6. Unstandardized and standardized partial regression coefficients from
regression of school attendance rates on all independent variables in

the model (standard errors in parentheses).

,

'Indepenleit variables ATTEND
(STANDARDIZED)

ATTEND+

(UNSTANDARDIZED)

POISCH
4

-.047(.007)* -.580*

PUPIL -.054(.071) -.063

PROF -.000(.001) -.129

SIZE -.001(.001) -.177

RESOURCE -.003(.001)* .285*

Constant 99.3 j

Multiple R ..661

(

Nis 93

+ Standardized partial regreision coefficients are the coefficients used in the

path analysis in Figure 2.

* Coefficient is more than twice its standard error



Table 7. Correlation matrix, means and stanclar&deviations - Low community stability
with Low community support below the diagonal and High community support
above the diagonal.

X1 X
3

X
4

X
s

Xs

X
1
ATTEND

,s--...

X
3

PROF

X
4

SIZE

X
s
RESOURCE

X
6
POVSCH

X7 STABILITY

a
SUPPORT

***

-.19'

-.34*

.15

-.52*

.33*

..41*

,.31

4.

.10

.12

-.38*

-.09

-.00

* * *

.36*

-.53*

.07

-.16

-.26

-AO ,-.22

v
.1, 2.36

\

.51* -.51*

*** -.59*

-.54* ***

.18 -.01

-.12 .39

-.15 .02

-.60*

-.22

.21

.41 .

.11

X7 Xs

.29 .27

00 .18

.17 -.19

.11 -.00

.05 -.30

-.34* -.28.

* * * -.39*

-.55* .01

Low Community stability and low community support (N 26).

Mean 91.00, 29.79 341.50 648.23 1313.15 47.90 35.13

S.D. 1.50 2.14 264.69 194.72 207.63 16.68 4.50

48.04

8.69

Low community stability and high community support (N 19)

\ mean

S.D.

91.24 29.18 411.93 646.68 1291.37 25.75 34.67

1.60 2.18 288.14 234.97 208.99 18.61 l 5:08

23.91

8.93

p .05



Table 8. Correlation matr4.x, means and standard deviations - High community stability
with low commun4y support below the diagonal and high community support
above: the diagonal.

X1
X2

Xi ATTEND

)14tX2
PUPIL

X
3

PROP

SIZE

* * *

.12

.30

.22 .J09

X
5
RESOURCE '-.78*

X
6

POVSCH -.69*

Xi STABILITY ,79*

X8 SUPPORT .70*

-.5

-.13

.12

-.12

X3. X
4

X
6

X
7

X
8

V
* -.42* -.65* .31- -.36* .62* 43

..27 .32 . -.32 -.11 -.20 .14.

*** .61* -.60* .21 .12 .-.78*

* * * -.64* .63* -.45* -.07

-.64* -.55* *** -.31 -.45*

.07 .11 .30 * * * -.13 -.45*

.81* -. -.60* *** -.27

.23 -r..66* -.66* -.64* -.59* * * *

High community stability and low community

Mean 91.38 29.86 423.68 582.57

S.D. 2.00 2.65 231.15 182.75

support (N sn'14)

1245.36 52.05 24.79 46.56

201.80 19.62 1.87 10.78

High community stability and high community support (N 26)

Mean 93.30 29.37 260.67 524.19 1348.00 14.09 19.77 13.61

S.D. 1.37 1.39 173.01 300.34 188.83 12.81 3.21 8.18

< .05



Table 9. Unstandardized partial regression coefficients from regression of

school attendance rates on all independent variables for contextual
variables (standard errors in parentheses).

Independent Low community stability High community stability

variables
Law'support - High support Low support High support

POVSCH -.041(.016)* -.045(.022)* -.041(.014)* -.011(.023)'

PUPIL -.088(.132) .090(.192) .143(.095) -.391(.169)*

1

PROF -.000(.001) , -.000(.002) -.001(.002) -.000(.002)

SIZE -.002(.002) .000(.002) -.001(.002) -.002(.001)*

RESOURCE -.000(.002) , -.001(.002) -.008(.002)* -.002(.002)

Constant 97.1 89.1 100.9 109.3
-nto

4

Multiple R .591 .576 .941 .755

.N 26 19 14 26

* coefficient is more than twice its standard error.
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